Aug. 22, 2020

MEMBER SHARING
Please submit images of art work you have been doing during our
“Life in the Time of COVID-19”.
Each week I will be sending out another set of images that have been
emailed to me at franbliek2@gmail.com.
We hope to inspire each other and to let each other know we are all
in this together. Even though we can’t meet in person, we can share
with each other on-line. Happy Painting!

“Sunsets always
inspire me. Every
one is different and
every one is fun to
paint.”
- Sandy Cook

“I painted this for
my cow loving
sister. Moo!!”
- Sandy Cook

IMPORTANT NOTICE from Sandy:
Please do not use the current batch of mini-canvases at the arts center.
They were ordered in error and are panels instead of wrapped canvas.
You will be notified when the correct mini-canvases have arrived so you
can get started on creating the Ornaments for the Fund Raiser. They
will be featured in the 2020 Celebration Exhibit at the arts center.

“This is an equipment shed on a Cranberry bog in back of my son’s house in
MA. There are many footpaths around the various bogs where he often walks and
takes their dog Oscar for a run.
- Helga Poreda

“I was inspired to paint this picture by a photo taken by my niece (also
named Fran and an artist) that she took of her dad (my brother Paul), her
husband and children. They were playing soccer on a beach near Hearst
Castle in northern California. I loved the motion captured of their silhouetted
figures against the setting sun and crashing waves against the rocks”.
- Fran Bliek

“Here are 4 plein air paintings I
have done in Middlesex
between July and August. A
friend who lives up on the hill
has other friends and relatives
who own these manmade
lakes. Half-Moon Lake,
Emerson Lake, and what they
call Uncle Paul's Lake, because
he was the one who dug it; it
probably has another official
name. The weather has been
so great for 3-4 of us to get
together safely to paint and
chat!”
- Kathy Morris
“Emerson Lake and
Calmer”

“Half Moon Lovely Lake”

“Less Green Please”

“Morning Patterns”

“ My idea of heaven! Blue sky, a winery and a few watercolors”

“ My first is a value painting with cobalt and burnt sienna. I prefer this
method to drawing a value sketch. Then yellow ocher for reflection
under the eves or stone. Lastly vegetation and darks.
Easy peasy!”
- Eileen Correll

Unmask your Creativity & Prepare for the 68th

